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What do we
really mean when we say 

“The Visitor Experience?”



It’s travel that: 

• Responds to the desire by to connect with  people, places 
and cultures when travelling


• Celebrates authentic, local, unique

• Offers differentiated value

• Is personalized 

• Engages the senses

• Makes connections on an emotional, physical, spiritual or 

intellectual level.

Some aspects of the Visitor Experience you control

Other’s you don’t

• x
• x



It DOESN’T BEGIN with :

’What can we sell” 

 “Who can I package with”

It BEGINS WITH ASKING

What memories do we want our guests to leave with?

What experiences could we create?

Who should I work with to design and deliver on a 
unique value proposition?



WHY

www.tourismcafe.org

WE NEED TO COMPETE ON VALUE

Price

Value



Product development
& cultivating niche markets

must keep pace with marketing
 to deliver on the brand promise,

generate revenue and increase visitation.

We need more blue oceans

to differentiate



Blue OceanRed Ocean
Source: blueoceans.com

Compete in existing market space Create uncontested marketspace

Beat the competition

Exploit existing demand

Make the value-cost trade off

Algin your systems to offer differentiation 
OR low cost

Defend your current position Innovate & pursue new opportunities

Make the competition irrelevant

Capture and create new demand

Break the value-cost trade- off

Algin your systems to offer differentiation 
AND low cost



                Dinner on the Ocean Floor

• Offer amazing value and an thrilling experience
• Increase the personalization & value (hence price)
• Multiple partners - guests meet more locals
• Love what you do … will buy more



www.tourismcafe.org

REMARKABLE 
EXPERIENCES 
HAPPEN HERE

Image: acceleratedgrowth.com

2 MORE EXAMPLES!

Raising the Bar: Maligne Tours,  AB

Meet Pat Crawley

Owner/Operator since 1980

malignelake.com



(c) Tourism Cafe Canada & Earth Rhythms (2014).

Maligne Lake Tours  
New Experiences

2013

Through The Lens 
Photographers Cruise

Essential:

Know your customer
& what they value



From%a%Dead%End%…%to%a%Des/na/on%Case%Study%by:%Nancy%Arsenault%&%Dorothy%Payne%(2014)

Mary%Tulle,%CEO%

Des/na/on%%
Cape%Breton%Associa/on,%
NS

“You have to answer one question.”

They Don’t Shoot from the Hip!



Get to know your visitors better!

Free Availability - sign up with DBC

Authentic Experiencer

Traveller Description Values
Are typically understated travellers 
looking for authentic, tangible 
engagement with the destinations 
they visit and have a particular 
interest in the history of the areas 
they visit.

Enjoy sightseeing, small towns/
villages, slower pace oberservational 
and participatory experiences, down-
to-earth experiences,

Enjoy doing their own thing, 
the unexpected, sample 
foreign culture, love 
learning, relatively affluent 
but not avid shoppers, love 
to live like the locals, avoid 
group tours, many retired 
with time to travel.

87% have a passport



Cultural Explorer

Traveller Description Values
Love constant travel and continuous 
opportunities to embrace, discover and 
immerse themselves in the culture, 
people and settings they visit.

Look for opportunities to learn, grow, 
enjoy everyday cultural experiences, 
and are environmentally/socially 
responsible.

Strongly influenced by peer-to-peer 
information.

Preview unstructured travel, 
learning and absorbing in 
history and culture, like to 
experience the outdoors, 
enjoy socializing in groups, 
don’t need to be pampered in 
commercial hotels, always 
planning their next trip, not 
materialistic, enjoy being 
spontaneous. 

82% have a passport.

Free Spirit

Traveller Description Values
Are highly social and open-minded people 
who’s enthusiasm for life extends to their 
outlook on travel. They like a variety of 
experiences, trendy ‘in-the-now’, social 
environments, packages, group tours.

Experimental and adventurous, they bask 
in the pure pleasure and indulgence of 
high-end experiences. Spend more than 
average.

Social, love crowds, 
take risks, value 
brands, like luxury 
accommodations, want 
to see everything but 
not in depth, attracted 
to groups & socializing.

89% have a passport.



Gentle Explorer

Traveller Description Values
Primary defined by their reluctance 
to venture far beyond the comforts 
of home and travel on condition 
demanding the very best and most 
comfortable environments for 
themselves when they must do so.
 
Often very active locally, you usually 
find enough to satisfy your sense of 
exploration within your community.  

Trips tend to be shorter, closer to 
home and centred on family events. 
Simple fun over cultural/learning 
preferred, enjoy familiar food/drinks 
and enjoy outlet malls, casinos, 
nightclubs.

Rather than being restricted to the 
confines of pre-packages tours, they 
prefer the flexibility of being able to 
decide what you want or don’t want 
to do on your own.

81% have a passport.

     Personal History Explorer

Traveller Description Values
Are primarily defined by their desire 
to connect to their own cultural root, 
and do so by travelling in comfort, 
style and security and spend more 
on long-haul trips.

Enjoy all types of tours and day 
trips, cultural immersion, seeing the 
‘must see sights’

Love to savor life’s 
pleasures, search for their 
roots, are very image 
conscious, need status 
recognition, buy in impulse, 
adaptable, want their 
creature comforts, like to see 
everything, but not go into 
depth.

75% have a passport.



     No Hassle Traveller 

Traveller Description Values
Cautious travellers who are dutiful, 
reserved people who seek secure group 
travel that allows them to escape everyday 
life. 

Enjoy general sight-seeing, festivals, arts, 
entertainment, vibrant cities and small 
towns. Emphasis is on escape, relaxation 
and down to earth experiences. Average 
spend when travelling

Cherish ordinary everyday 
moments, more comfortable 
travelling in groups or with a 
guide, want to escape and 
take a break, vacations are 
being carefree and a little 
pampering, don’t appreciate 
advertising.

73% have a passport.

         Rejuvenators

Traveller Description Values
Are family oriented people who travel with 
others to escape from the stresses of 
everyday life. They like to be pampered, 
indulge themselves and enjoy shared 
experiences.

Enjoy cruises, beaches, sunbathing, 
waterfront resorts, day programs for their 
kids. Spend less.

Like to stay in their comfort 
zone, escape and get away, 
prefer unstructured travel 
and being awestruck by 
nature, vacations are to be 
carefree and indulge, 
penchant to save money but 
will spend on impulse.

68% have a passport.



                        Cultural History Buff 

Traveller Description Values
Are defined by their focused interest 
in the history and culture of the 
places they visit. They are driven to 
learn everything about people and 
motivated by cultural immersion, 
historical travel, hobbies and 
unstructured travel.

Enjoy interacting with the locals, 
culture and artistic activities, 
independent travel, urban 
sightseeing

Seek historical travel, soaking 
up the culture, prefer to ‘blend 
in’ and enjoy authentic 
experiences, adjust to 
unfamiliar food, like autonomy, 
don’t need to be pampered, 
look for personal growth. 

They express brand apathy, 
caring little for premium brands 
and are not avid shoppers, 
rather purchase for practicality.

68% have a passport.

Virtual Travellers

Traveller Description Values
Reluctant travellers who seek comfort 
and security when they must travel.
Love trips that are comfortable and don't 
require them to adjust to the unfamiliar, 
need to feel secure and avoid putting a 
strain on their wallet.
They prefer observational activities, 
uncomplicated, participatory and familiar 
food and drink.

Uncomfortable with change 
and unforeseen 
circumstances when they 
have little control over their 
lives. Not interested in 
mystery or adventure they 
tend to watch their money 
and have more financial 
concerns.

63% have a passport - lowest of all types



If you had to focus, 
what would you choose?

Group Explorer Quotient Type (EQ)
1 Authentic Experiencer
2 Cultural Explorer
3 Free Spirit
4 Gentle Explorer
5 Personal History Explorer
6 No Hassle Traveller
7 Rejuvenator
8 Cultural History Buff
9 Virtual Traveller

Group Explorer Quotient Type (EQ)
1 Authentic Experiencer
2 Cultural Explorer
3 Free Spirit
4 Gentle Explorer
5 Personal History Explorer
6 No Hassle Traveller
7 Rejuvenator
8 Cultural History Buff
9 Virtual Traveller

Secondary

Primary

You narrowed  
in on

Primary

Secondary

DBC





3 communities 
along the 

Gold Rush Trail

 Town 1st EQ Type 2nd EQ Type

Lillooet Authentic Experiencer Cultural Explorer/  
Cultural History Buff

100 Mile 
House

Authentic Experiencer Cultural Explorer/  
Cultural History Buff

Cottonwood 
House

Authentic Experiencer/ 
Cultural History Buff

Cultural Explorer

Raising the Bar:  Dawson Creek

Just one example - when then 
focused on the visitor experience, 
how things can change.

         A focus on the cultural explorer.



Raising the Bar:  Dawson Creek

Just one example - when then 
focused on the visitor experience, 
how things can change

Unanticipated Benefits!

Gros Morne National Park



And Drive Direct and Indirect Benefits

Rejuvenators:  Who-da-thunk!  Congrats



• Owner/operator since 2013

Raising the Bar: Canmore Caves,  AB
canmorecavetours.com

Meet Adam Walker

Ok - you have our attention!

Adventure Tour: 
$155: 4.5 hrs

• Diversified the value proposition by focusing the visitor experience on the 
‘journey to the caves’

Raising the Bar: Canmore Caves,  AB

Discovery Tour: 
$155/pp : 2-3 hrs



Are ready to INNOVATE, 
CREATED AND DELIVER a 

remarkable experience?

There’s room 
here!

The measures of success are broader for visitors, 
businesses, communities.

Thank You!

Nancy Arsenault
nancy@tourismcafe.org
T: 250.941.7702
M: 250.650.0893

Follow our tourismcafe.ca

facebook.com/tourismcafe

twitter/nancyarsenault

tourismcafe.org

slideshare.net/nancyarsenault

linkedin.com/in/nancyarsenault

scribd.com/TourismCafe 


